ROLE DESCRIPTION

Role Title: Temple Crew Member
Team: TEMPLE
Department: CURATION, ARTS and CULTURE
Team Description
The Temple Team is responsible for designing and building the Temple, which burns on the
Sunday night. The build usually takes 3-4 weeks, and is led by the winning Temple designer for
that year.
This year, the initial two parts of the team are Bok and Axel who came up with the idea and
designed the Temple so far. We want a gendered balanced team to work together sharing skills
and having an amazing time!! We really want to focus on getting a nice mix of skills throughout
the team so that all of us walk away from this experience knowing a whole lot more than what we
came with.
Role Summary/Purpose:
We need capable volunteers of all skill levels, from absolute novice to expert. Let us know if you
have any special experience or expertise. If you’re the type of person who sees a job that needs
doing and does it, we want you. Must have an appetite for warm VB (or the willingness to
develop one).
Dates Required: 2-3 weeks pre-event + a shift on burn day/night and clean up on Monday
Shift Length: 8 hrs/day pre-event/build; 8 hours on burn day/night; 6 hours for clean up
Number of Shifts: 6 days/week pre-build; 2 shifts during event.
Ideal Skills: carpenters/builders, engineers, riggers, general Macgyvers, handypeople,
resourceful bush-types, artists, photography - though ultimately, if you’re keen to work hard we
can teach you anything you need to know.
Amenities Provided:
● hot showers
● 3 prepared meals/day + self-serve snacks and Tea & Coffee Station pre-event
(during build and packdown)
● 1 prepared meal/day + self-serve snacks, food and Tea & Coffee Station during
event

How to Join: Register to join the crew via completing the Crew registration Form found here.
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